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Double-digit economic growths that are set to propel it to the second biggest economy in the world, overtaking
Japan, has made people see China’s rise as remarkable. So confident are the pundits that they have dubbed this to
be an “Asian century” and many more are urging for the world to learn Chinese in anticipation of a new world order.
But, to renowned historian Wang Gungwu, this fast-paced growth associated with China is not something that is
peculiar to the Asian giant only.
Instead, he pointed out at a talk organised by SMU's Wee Kim Wee Centre
(http://www.business.smu.edu.sg/wkwc/) that history is replete with examples of countries that have “sped” up in
their quest for an industrialised or modern economy. This concept of speed is not something that has been inherent
in human history, having surfaced since the 18th century. In his lecture, Wang said that it remains to be seen if
speed would help China, with its special circumstances, to achieve its economic objectives without unravelling its
political structure.
The clock ticks faste
Wang, chairman of Singapore's East Asian Institute and emeritus professor at Australian National University, said
that people often talk about how fast the world is moving. Here in Singapore, he noticed that the kind of fear about
political discourse – long associated with the ruling People’s Action Party's (PAP) control over the island-state – has
disappeared within a matter of months or maybe weeks in the run-up to the May 2011 parliamentary elections.
People were more vocal and more critical, like never before, towards the ruling party. Looking to the Middle East, he
said people had expected Gaddafi to hold onto power but the events that unfolded in Tripoli seemed to have
happened so quickly that he effectively lost out to the rebels.
Recalling the events that saw the rise of the Communist Party of China (CPC) in 1949, Wang said things happened
very swiftly. It was in 1947 when Wang first arrived in Nanjing, China, as a university student. He recalled, “When I
arrived, there was a news article that the Kuomintang (KMT) had pushed through successfully in Yan’an (the CPC
capital; hence a symbolic victory for KMT). So the impression we had was that KMT was winning, but a few months
later, the Communists counter-attacked.” And about two years later, CPC declared the founding of the People’s
Republic of China, forcing the KMT to flee to Taiwan.
Looking further back in history, Wang said, “During the Industrial Revolution, those industrialising countries picked up
their pace very fast.” Britain quickly outstripped the rest of Europe around the 18th to 19th century. Japan, during
the Meiji restoration, quickly re-organised itself and shed its highly feudalistic societal structure. “In a matter of
decades, it even went on to defeat China and Russia,” he added.
“In post-World War II, people also talked about economic miracles,” said Wang. “Japan and Germany transformed
themselves from a near bombed-out existence to become economically powerful within three to four decades.” Given
such examples in history, Wang does not consider China's economic rise to be out of the ordinary.
Speed up, or else
The Chinese are very conscious of time, said Wang. The concept of speed is ingrained in the mentality of Chinese
officials. “Firstly, speed has become a metaphor for modernity. Modernity hinges on how fast you can do things.
Secondly, speed has also become imperative. It is a top-down order, everyone has to be fast. If you speed, you get
rewarded, you get promoted. If you’re slow, you get punished, you get demoted.”
It could also be said that the late Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping, often credited for China's market reforms,
accelerated the country's pace. It was no coincidence that China then experienced rapid economic growth, chalking
up an average of nine per cent annually. This, Wang said, had penetrated so deeply into the Chinese culture that
'speeding' became the norm rather than exception. It became absolutely necessary for survival because if one does
not keep pace, one gets left behind, he added.
The Confucian equation
Wang believes that the difference between the Chinese story and those of the Western countries including Japan in
their quest for development and industrialisation is the unit of political and social organisation. “How do you run a
country of 1.3 billion people? That has never been a problem in the West,” he said.
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The Western political order started with small city-states, where lean governments were much more efficient. This is
also the reason why the European Union countries have problems coming together as each nation-state is unwilling
to give up its sovereignty to a supra-national entity. Referring to the Industrial Revolution, Wang said that while
that was brought about by advancements in science and technology, another factor that bears recognition is the
re-ordering of polities into nation-states.
“The nation-state system can mobilise much more effectively than any other political system. It is the fastest way
to galvanise resources – both physical and human,” said Wang. He cited the case of Germany, where once, the
divided country seemed to be languishing. “But once they became a nation-state, they moved very fast.”
China is different. “In the heart of the Chinese political culture is 'order' (?, zhi) and 'chaos' (?, luan). The ruler,
whoever it was, was to provide order. If there’s no order, you have chaos. There’s no in-between.” That explains
why the Chinese do things in a top-down fashion.
Yet, the capitalist system that China is pursuing now is borrowed from the West, and it runs in contradiction to this
top-down order. Even in the cases of Germany and Japan, Wang said, they had started with a strong central order
but in the pursuit of industrialisation, they made way for pluralism. Wang said while China understands this
fundamental contradiction, its political culture does not condone it. Can China hold on to its political pecking order
while embracing a laissez-faire economy? It is a question that has given Chinese leaders sleepless nights.
Brake on speed
There has been a rethinking of whether freewheeling capitalism is healthy. This is especially evident in the wake of
the financial crisis that hit Wall Street. “One of the voices that is getting louder is that maybe the state must take
control to make sure the whole thing doesn’t collapse. So, now, people are looking at China – maybe they have
something there,” said Wang.
A responsible central government is one that can manage two “speeds”: one foot on the accelerator, another on the
brake pedal. It must also have the power to enforce things that require change and those that should not change.
Wang reflected on China’s One Child Policy in this light. “Even in their quest for speed, they still continue their One
Child Policy which is seen as putting on the brake,” he explained. “If they let go of that policy, all the good things
that been achieved in the past decades will be undone with a population explosion.”
Everything takes turns
The Chinese accept that things change although they feel certain things should remain the same. Yet, at the same
time, there is a belief that things change in cycles: "Just as one dynasty rose, declined, and another dynasty takes
over.”
Going back to the Confucian concepts of 'order' (?, zhi) and 'chaos' (?, luan), Wang said scholars do actually
recognise that within the body of Confucianism, there is also the concept of individualism, such as respect for self.
Although it is something that the Chinese government would rather not address, many Confucian scholars are
increasingly talking about this. Wang noted too that the whole Confucian ideal believes "the less government, the
better” – that governments serve two main functions: To collect revenue and defend borders. The Chinese imperial
system has traditionally been concerned with just these two functions.
“This system assumes that the government doesn’t intervene in the daily lives of the ordinary people,” said Wang.
“But the modern state can do that; it can control the media; it can track Twitter and Facebook messages, etc. Due
to advancements in technology, they can do it.”
At the same time, another institution that has changed is that of the family. In rural China, society is organised
around family units. “Your grandfather, father or mother controls you. All that can be worked out without the
government interference,” said Wang. But with urbanisation, as people move out of the rural areas to seek jobs in
urban cities, you have an atomisation of the individuals. As such, the family unit can no longer be the base unit of
social order.
“Now with Twitter and Facebook, you can do as you wish. Families matter less. It doesn’t mean that there’s no
morality. That’s not the question. But it is the kind of freewheeling pace that I’m talking about.” So China has to
balance between the capacity of the state to control and to institute order, and the demand from people for a
greater degree of individual freedom.
This is why China is intrigued by Singapore, said Wang. “(They want) to see if the PAP can stay in power
indefinitely.” China was certainly very alarmed when the KMT lost power in Taiwan, because to the Chinese
politburo, KMT is an older party, compared to the CCP, he explained. So Chinese officials are observing the situation
in Singapore because "they want to see how you can win all the seats".
"But now I'm not sure what lessons they will take home," he quipped.
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